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north rose the steep spur just described; across the
glacier to the south, the view was shut in by the next
spur, covered with dense forest. JKastwards, down the
valley, we had a view of A-tun-t/.u mountain, framed
between the two spurs and rising like a wall from the
Mekong gorgck, while beyond that peeped up the jagged
crest of the Yaiigl'/.e-Mekong divide.
One day I descended from the path, which, as already
explained, at first follows the crest: of an old moraine,
and reached the foot of the glacier* This ends in a taper-
ing snout with several projecting tongues, a little over
a thousand feet above Milong village. The face of the
ice, where it had caved away, presented a curious honey-
comb appearance, the ridges being clearly outlined in
dirt, and except for small lateral crevasses, the surface for
the last few hundred yards of the glacier, though undulat-
ing, was peculiarly smooth,; above that, in the gorge,
where the moraine came to an end till the lower temple
was reached, longitudinal crevasises of great length
became prominent, and the surface was billowy. The
crevasses, no doubt, engulf everything which falls on
to the ice from the cliffs above ; there was not the vestige
of a moraine in the gorge itself, the ice flowing against
the cliE
The surface of the glacier is distinctly convex in trans-
verse section, owing to the more rapid melting of the
ice in proximity to the bare cliffs, especially on the left
or north bank, where the cliff faces due south. On this
bank, reaching from a point a little above the present
ice foot to within half a mile of the village lies the ancient
lateral moraine by which we had ascended. It exhibits
a double step structure, no doubt indicating two distinct
phases in the retreat of the ice to its present level

